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Introduction
The EFI - Esko integrations remove touchpoints from your pre-production
workflow to accelerate activities and remove costs so that you can work
faster, more accurately, and increase your margin on every job.

About EFI
About the company
All of us at EFI are relentlessly focused on just one thing: the growth and success of your print or
packaging business. That’s why tens of millions of industry professionals worldwide turn to EFI to
fuel their success.
Our 3,000+ worldwide team members prove our commitment to you every day by developing
breakthrough technologies in desktop publishing, cloud solutions, workflow tools and digital output
that can transform your business and accelerate profits now and into the future.

EFI Productivity Suite
The EFI Productivity Suite’s component-based approach utilizes integrated software solutions
to automate and optimize your business from your clients’ desktops through administration,
production and delivery. This approach shifts the emphasis away from individual operations
and software packages to a holistic offering that combines smart software, end-to-end certified
workflows and synchronized development/release cycles to deliver a comprehensive performanceenhancing portfolio.
The Suite design lets you to jump in today to address your most pressing business needs while
providing an infrastructure that will evolve with your business without requiring re-investment or
core component retraining. The EFI Productivity Suite:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Delivers out-of-the-box, end-to-end optimized workflows
Integrates and automates your operation
Builds the highest level of efficiency and cost optimization
Provides visibility across your business supporting informed, proactive decisions
Maximizes profits from existing jobs and supports development of new revenue streams
Evolves with your business as you grow and tap new markets
Is backed by the industry’s leader in innovative software
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EFI Radius Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
Contained in the EFI Productivity Suite are packaging and label workflows with the EFI Radius ERP
solution at their core. Radius ERP is focused 100% on bringing efficiencies and cost-saving business
and production practices to packaging and label converting enterprises.
®

This robust solution has been designed specifically for the industry’s unique product specifications,
machine standards, production methods and customer expectations. It has been developed and
continues to be supported by the world’s largest and most experienced packaging and label converting
business management software team. These software engineers, implementation teams, and support
personnel speak the industry’s language and ensure a product with the best industry fit, the most
industry-tested implementation plan and most effective support to back it up.
EFI Radius:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Integrates business and production from estimating through invoicing
Industry-specific estimating and dynamic production scheduling
Remote CRM and customer portal tools to extend and share information
Business Intelligence and ‘smart’ plant and resource optimization software
Industry-specific software development, training and support
Multi-language, -currency, -company and -plant flexibility

About Esko
About the company
Esko is a global supplier of integrated solutions for the packaging and labels, sign and display,
commercial printing and publishing industries. Esko products and services drive profitability in the
packaging and printing supply chain by reducing time-to-market and raising productivity.

Portfolio
The Esko product portfolio supports and manages the packaging and print processes at brand
owners, retailers, designers, packaging manufacturers and print service providers. For 9 out of 10 retail
packages, Esko solutions are used in packaging management, asset management, artwork creation,
structural design, prepress, 3D visualization, plate making, workflow automation, quality assurance,
sample-making, palletization, supply chain collaboration and the production of signage and displays.
The Esko solutions consist of an extensive suite of software and two hardware product lines: CDI flexo
computer-to-plate imagers and Kongsberg digital cutting systems, complemented with professional
services, training and consultancy.
Enfocus, with its suite of automation solutions and PDF quality control tools for printers, publishers and
graphic designers, and MediaBeacon digital asset management (DAM) solutions, are part of Esko.
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Facts & numbers
Esko employs around 1500 people worldwide. Its direct sales and service organization covers
Europe, Middle East and Africa, the Americas and the Asia Pacific, Japan and China regions and is
complemented by a network of distribution partners in more than 50 countries. Esko is headquartered
in Ghent, Belgium, and has R&D and manufacturing facilities in five European countries, the United
States, China and India. Esko is a Danaher company (www.danaher.com).

EFI/Esko Partnership
In 2011, Radius Solutions and Esko first partnered together to create the initial Radius ERP/Esko
Automation Engine integration. Upon EFI’s acquisition of Radius Solutions in late 2011, the Radius
system became EFI’s premier ERP solution for the packaging industry.
With EFI’s Productivity Suite and Esko’s CAD/Prepress solutions, the two organizations continue to
work closely together to develop and enhance the packaging industry’s most integrated pre-press
digital production system.

Integration Scope & Summary
EFI Radius ERP/Esko Automation Engine
The Radius/Esko AE integration supports two workflows: Item-based and Job based.
Item-based workflow
The Item-based workflow begins with an incoming request from the customer for a new item.
Whether it is a new label, folding carton or flexible package, the customer likely will provide
limited information along with the original artwork file. The base details are entered into Radius
along with a link to the provided file. With a few simple steps the pre-press job is created in
Radius and, via the JDF integration:
•
•
•
•
•
•

A product is created in Automation Engine
The prepress workflow is automatically launched
Milestones are achieved and updated in Radius
The Automation Engine/Radius workflow is completed
The customer-approved artwork file is linked to the item definition in Radius
A production order can then be created.

Job-based workflow
Once the Item-based workflow above has been completed for an item, the Job-based
workflow then builds upon the customer-approved artwork for future jobs. Once the artwork
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file has been approved, the user is ready to accept orders for the item. Upon receipt of an order
from the customer, a sales order and production job are created in Radius, which is then sent
to Automation Engine:
•
•
•
•

Job details are presented to Automation Engine in a JDF message
Details include the data required for Automation Engine to produce the print-ready
stepped PDF
As the workflow progresses, milestones are confirmed in Automation Engine and
status updates are sent to the Radius job
When the final stepped file is created, it is linked to the job line in Radius, ready to be
sent to the print device

Technical Architecture
Radius/Automation Engine
The Radius/Esko Automation Engine integration uses the CIP4 Job Definition Format (JDF)
messaging format. This is an industry standard designed to simplify information exchange
between different applications and systems in and around the graphic arts industry. The format is a
comprehensive XML-based file format.
The JDF message sent from Radius to the Esko Automation Engine includes details relating to the
customer, CSR, product dimensions, laydown, step-and-repeat parameters and milestones. The
message also includes a PDF of the original artwork.
Esko AE is able to process the JDF message and produce a PDF based on the artwork and product
information provided. This is returned to Radius and is viewable from within Radius system.

A visual representation of the EFI Radius/Esko Automation Engine technical architecture
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Benefits & Value of the Integration
Automated application of actual costs
By assigning estimated costs to prepress activities, automated actual costs can be applied to the job once a
milestone has been completed. For example, once Automation Engine sends a message to Radius that the
prepress work has been completed, Radius will assign an actual cost to the the job. Later, by combining preproduction information with enterprise-wide data in EFI’s Business Intelligence component, you can discover
trends and make informed, proactive changes to impact profitability.

Remove touchpoints
The less work you have to do, the faster you can get things done and the lower your costs are. Because of the
Radius/Automation Engine integration, you can reduce the amount of work you have to do between applications
and you can start increasing profitability from the true beginning - with the estimate or item.

Eliminate duplicate data entry
Once the order or job information is in the system, it stays there and is available for the people and processes that
need it as the estimate is created and the job moves through production.

Maximize accuracy
Since data only needs to be entered once, and it is passed automatically from Radius to Automation Engine, and
back to Radius, the chance for costly errors is greatly reduced.

Accelerate your time to delivery
Automation accelerates your time to delivery. Because of the integration, you can shorten the turnaround time on
your estimates and jobs. Not only is the process faster and more accurate for you, but your customers are going to
benefit as well with faster responses to their requests for quotes and an increased number of on-time deliveries.

Attach files
Files from Esko are automatically brought over to Radius and are attached to the relevant items, estimates or jobs.
That means the right files are available every time and are available for reference anywhere along the job’s path.
Whether it’s the 1-up approved artwork, the multi-up stepped production-ready PDF’s, or the carton PDF, ARD and
MFG files that are needed to complete the jobs, completed files are always where you need them when you need
them.

Reproduce accurately
Shorter runs and zero stock inventory cause an increase in the number of reprints. Reproducing packaging over
time with the same quality is a challenge. The integration will ensure that quality standards are kept over time
because all production parameters are stored to correctly run the production workflow the first time, every time.
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EFI fuels success.
Visit www.efi.com or call 800-875-7117 for more information.
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